FEC Hosts Public Forum on Website Improvement

WASHINGTON—The Federal Election Commission hosted a forum today, seeking broad public input for its effort to improve access to campaign finance data and information through a redesign of the FEC.gov website.

“The amount of data and other information our website offers the public is rich,” said Chairman Lee E. Goodman. “One of my goals is to make the data as visible and tailored to each individual website visitor as possible. The controls should be in the hands of the citizen.”

The Commission launched its website improvement initiative earlier this year in partnership with 18F, a digital services delivery team in the General Services Administration (GSA). Today’s forum was intended to learn how visitors to the website – including individual citizens, candidates, journalists, researchers, advocates, campaign finance practitioners, and others – currently use the website, how they may use it in the future, and how the Commission can improve its website to meet public needs.

“As an agency with a core mission of disclosure, it is critical that our website communicate to the public campaign finance data and other information in ways that are more accessible and understandable,” Vice Chair Ann M. Ravel told the forum participants, who ranged from political party and PAC staff to reporters to representatives of organizations promoting government transparency.

The group brainstormed with Commission staff and moderators from 18F before breaking into smaller working groups with an emphasis on the presentation of campaign finance data, as well as compliance and regulatory information.

The Commission and 18F welcome suggestions for improving the website. Ideas should be submitted to GitHub.com/18F/FEC.
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The Federal Election Commission (FEC) is an independent regulatory agency that administers and enforces federal campaign finance laws. The FEC has jurisdiction over the financing of campaigns for the U.S. House of Representatives, the U.S. Senate, the Presidency and the Vice Presidency. Established in 1975, the FEC is composed of six Commissioners who are nominated by the President and confirmed by the U.S. Senate.
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